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First, we calculate measure of disease frequency in Group 1 vs. Group 2
(e.g. exposed vs. unexposed; treatment vs. placebo, etc.)



Then we calculate measures of effect (which aims to quantify the strength of the
association):

Either as a ratio or as a difference:





Ratio = (Measure of disease, group 1) / (Measure of disease, group 2)
Difference = (Measure of disease, group 1) - (Measure of disease, group 2)

Lastly, we calculate measures of impact, to address the question: if we removed or
reduced the exposure, then how much of the disease burden can we reduce?



Impact of exposure removal in the exposed group (AR, AR%)
Impact of exposure remove in the entire population (PAR, PAR%)

Note: there is some overlap between measures of effect and impact
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Measures of effect: standard 2 x 2 contingency epi table for count
data (cohort or case-control or RCT or cross-sectional)

Disease yes
Exposure yes
Exposure no
Row total
(Margins)

a

Disease - no Column
total
(Margins)
b
a+b

c

d

c+d

a+c

b+d

a+b+c+d
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Measures of effect: 2 x 2 contingency table for a
cohort study or RCT with person-time data

Exposure yes
Exposure –
no
Total

Disease yes
a

Disease no
-

Total
PYe

c

-

PY0

a+c

-

PYe + PY0

Person-time in the unexposed group = PY0
Person-time in the exposed group = PYe
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STATA format for a 2x2 table [note that exposure and disease are
transposed!]: be careful when using software – they may not use
the conventional 2 x 2 format

Exposure yes
Disease- yes

a

b

Column
total
(Margins)
a+b

Disease- no

c

d

c+d

a+c

b+d

a+b+c+d

Row total
(Margins)

Exposure no
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Some textbooks also use this format

MEASURES OF EFFECT
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Ratio measures (loosely called “relative
risks”)


In a cohort study or RCT with count data:
Risk Ratio = CIR = Ie / I0 [where I refers to cumulative incidence]
RR = CIR = {a/(a+b)} / {c/(c+d)}



In a cohort study or RCT with person-time data:
Rate Ratio = IDR = Ie / I0 [where I refers to incidence density]



In a case control study (count data):
RR = OR = odds of exp given D / odds of exp given no D
RR = OR = ad / bc



In a cross-sectional study (count data):
RR = Prevalence Ratio = prevalencee / prevalence0
RR = Prevalence Odds Ratio = ad / bc
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Risk difference measures


In a cohort study or RCT with count data:
Risk Difference = RD = Ie - I0 [where I refers to cumulative incidence]
RD = {a/(a+b)} - {c/(c+d)}
RD is also called “Excess Risk” or “Attributable Risk”



In a cohort study or RCT with person-time data:
Rate Difference = RD = Ie - I0 [where I refers to incidence density]
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Plug & chug epi software

Be sure you can do all calculations
by hand, before using these
software!

In exams, you will be expected to
do them by hand (using calculators)
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Example: Measures of effect in RCTs

20 (27%) of 73 students in the accelerated eating group (eat <5
seconds) reported ice cream evoked headache compared with 9 (13%)
of 72 students in the cautious eating group (eat >30 seconds).
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Measures of effect
Headache yes

Headache no

Column total
(Margins)

Accelerated
eating

20

53

73

Cautious
eating

9

63

72

Row total
(Margins)

29

116

145

Cumulative incidence in accelerated group =
Cumulative incidence in cautious group =
Risk Ratio or Cumulative Incidence Ratio (CIR) =
Risk difference =
Odds ratio (OR) =
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Measures of effect
Headache yes

Headache no

Column total
(Margins)

Accelerated
eating

20

53

73

Cautious
eating

9

63

72

Row total
(Margins)

29

116

145

Cumulative incidence in accelerated group = 20/73 = 27%
Cumulative incidence in cautious group = 9/72 = 12.5%
Risk Ratio or Cumulative Incidence Ratio (CIR) = 27/12.5 = 2.2 [95% CI 1.07 to 4.49]
Risk difference = 27% - 12.5% = 14.5% [95% CI 0.7% to 29%]
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Odds ratio (OR) = (20*63) / (53*9) = 2.6 [95% CI 1.04 to 7.13]

Example: measures of effect in cohort studies
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Example: cohort study
SIDS

Prone

9

Nonprone

6

Row total
(Margins)

15

No SIDS Column
total
(Margins)
837
1755

846
1761

Cumulative incidence among
exposed (prone) =
Cumulative incidence among
unexposed =
Cumulative incidence ratio (CIR)
=
Risk difference =

2592

2607
Odds ratio (OR) =

Lancet 1991
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Example: cohort study
SIDS

No SIDS Column
total
(Margins)

Prone

9

837

846

Nonprone

6

1755

1761

Row total
(Margins)

15

2592

2607

Lancet 1991

Cumulative incidence among
exposed (prone) = 1.06% or
10.6 per 1000
Cumulative incidence among
unexposed = 0.34% or
3.4 per 1000
Cumulative incidence ratio (CIR)
= 3.12 [95% CI 1.11 to
8.74]
Risk difference = 0.7% or 7 per
1000
Odds ratio (OR) = 3.15 [95% CI
16
1.00 to 10.77]

Example: measures of effect in case-control studies

Overall, 57.4% (27/47) of all infants
who died of SIDS usually slept in the
prone position as opposed to 24.6%
(35/142) of control infants
17

Example: case-control study
Case

Control Column
total

Exposure odds among cases =
Exposure odds among controls =

Prone

27

35

62

Nonprone

20

107

127

Diseased odds among non-exp =

Row
total

47

142

189

Exposure odds ratio =

Disease odds among exposed =

Disease odds ratio =

J Pediatrics 1996

Can you compute any incidence measure in a case-control study?
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Example: case-control study
Case

Control Column
total

Prone

27

35

62

Nonprone

20

107

127

Row
total

47

142

189

J Pediatrics 1996

Exposure odds among cases =
27/20
Exposure odds among controls =
35/107
Disease odds among exposed =
27/35
Diseased odds among non-exp =
20/107
Exposure odds ratio = (27/20) /
(35/107) = 4.13 [95% CI 1.95
to 8.76]
Disease odds ratio = (27/35) /
(20/107) = 4.13 [95% CI 1.95
to 8.76]

Later, we will see that, under specific circumstances, an OR from a case-control study will
be a valid estimate of the IDR
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OR vs RR: when do the diverge?
The odds will be close to the relative
risk if the end point occurs relatively
infrequently, say in less than 20%. If
the outcome is more common then
the odds ratio will considerably
overestimate the relative risk

BMJ 1997;No 7121 Volume 315
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MEASURES OF POTENTIAL
IMPACT
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Measures of potential impact


Impact of removing exposure in:



Exposed people (e.g. smokers)
All people (entire population – made up of both
exposed and unexposed people)

22

The concept of background risk
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Measures of potential impact
Measures of potential impact among the exposed:

AR: Attributable risk = (Ie – Io)

AR%: Attributable risk % = (Ie – Io) / Ie = AR / Ie = (RR-1) / RR

Measures of potential impact in the whole population:

PAR: Population attributable risk = It – Io

PAR%: Population attributable risk % = PAR / It


Alternative formula: Pexp

(RR–1) * 100

Pexp (RR–1) + 1
Where Pexp = Prevalence of exposure in the population
24

Attributable risk vs. Relative Risk


Relative risk






Provides a measure of the strength of an association between an
exposure and a disease
Helps to evaluate the causal relationship between an exposure and
a disease
Magnitude of relative risk does not predict magnitude of
attributable risk

Attributable risk





Provides a measure of the public health impact of an exposure on
the exposed group: if the exposure where removed, how much of
the disease burden will be reduced?
Assumes the exposure is causal
Attributable risks for different risk factors do not add up to 100%
(because multiple causes interact to cause disease – see later)
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Attributable Risk in Cohort Studies


Attributable risk (AR)



Synonym (and conceptually): AR = risk difference (RD)
Provides information about absolute effect of an exposure
removal


–

–

The excess risk of disease in the exposed

AR = Iexposed – Inonexposed
= Ie – Io
The incidence measure can be either CI (cumulative
incidence) or ID (incidence density)
26
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Attributable Risk
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Measures of effect: Attributable Risk
example (Cohort data)
SIDS

No SIDS Column
total

Prone

9

837

846

Nonprone

6

1755

1761

Row
total

15

2592

2607

Cumulative incidence among exposed
(prone) = 1.06% [10.6 per 1000]
Cumulative incidence among unexposed =
0.34% [3.4 per 1000]
Risk difference or attributable risk or
excess risk (AR) = 0.7% or 7 per
1000

AR has same units as the incidence measure used (dimensionless if CI; time-1 if ID)
Interpretation: Among every 1000 babies that sleep prone, there are 7 excess cases of SIDS attributable
to prone sleeping.
Note: the interpretation of the AR is dependent upon the assumption that the risk factor (in this case
prone sleeping position) is causal
The AR is a useful measure of the public health impact of a particular exposure: if prone babies were
29
made to sleep on their back, then 7 SIDS cases will be averted for every 1000 babies that sleep prone

Measures of effect: AR% in a cohort study




Suppose you wish to estimate, among exposed babies (prone), what
proportion of cases of SIDS are due to prone posture?
In other words, among all of the cases among the exposed, what proportion
is represented by the excess cases?
The appropriate measure is the attributable risk % (AR%)

AR% = (AR) / Ie x 100
AR% = (Ie – Io) / Ie x 100


Alternative formulation (very helpful when incidence measures are not
available – e.g. case-control study):

AR% = (RR – 1) / RR x 100
AR% is also known as “Attributable Fraction (Exposed)” – defined as “the
proportion by which the incidence rate of the outcome among those
exposed would be reduced if the exposure were eliminated” [Porta, 2008]
30
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Measures of effect: Attributable Risk
Percent in a cohort study




Suppose you wish to estimate, among exposed babies
(prone), what proportion of cases of SIDS are due to prone
posture?
The appropriate measure is the attributable risk % (AR%)
AR% = (AR) / Ie x 100
= {(Ie – Io) / Ie} x 100
= (0.7%) / (1.06%) x 100
= 66%





Interpretation: Among the prone sleeping babies, 66% of the
cases of SIDS are attributable to the prone sleeping posture
[so, not all SIDS is due to prone posture; in about a third of
the cases, something other than prone posture is responsible]
Alternative formulation:
AR% = (RR – 1) / RR x 100
32
= {(3.12 – 1) / 3.12} x 100 = 67%

Measures of effect: Attributable Risk
in a case-control study






In case control studies, it is (generally) not possible to estimate incidence
rates.
Therefore, it is not possible to directly estimate attributable risk (AR) in
case control studies.
However…it is possible to estimate attributable risk percent (AR%) using
the following alternative expression for AR% (Note: this formula may
also be used in cohort or in case control studies).
AR% = (RR – 1) / (RR) x 100
In a case control study [previous example on SIDS], it will be:






(OR – 1) / (OR) x 100

AR% = (4.13 – 1) / (4.13) x 100 = 76%
Interpretation: Among babies that sleep prone, 76% of cases of SIDS are
due to prone sleeping posture. [note 76% is higher than the estimate in
the cohort study (66%) – because the case-control study reported a
stronger association (OR = 4.13) than the cohort study (RR =3.12)]
Question: why did the case-control study report a stronger effect??
33

Measures of effect: Population attributable risk




Population attributable risk (PAR): basic goal is to
estimate the burden of disease due to the exposure
on the entire population (not just among the exposed
as is done with “attributable risk”)
PAR = Itotal – Iunexposed = It – Io
Another formulation:
PAR = (AR)(Pe)
Utility of the measure: to determine which exposures have the
most relevance to the health of a community: if the
exposure was removed from the population, then how
much of the disease in the population will be averted?
34
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Measures of effect: Population
attributable risk
SIDS

No SIDS Column
total

Prone

9

837

846

Nonprone

6

1755

1761

Row
total

15

2592

2607

Cumulative incidence among exposed
(prone) = 10.6 per 1000
Cumulative incidence among unexposed =
3.4 per 1000
Cumulative incidence in the population =
15/2607 = 5.8 per 1000
Risk difference or attributable risk or
excess risk (AR) = 7 per 1000
PAR = It – I0 = 5.8 – 3.4 = 2.4 per 1000





Interpretation: Among every 1000 babies in a population, there are 2 excess cases of
SIDS attributable to prone sleeping: if all babies in a population were made to sleep
on their backs, then 2 SIDS cases can be averted for every 1000 babies
Note: PAR will always be less than AR. Why?
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Measures of effect: Population
attributable risk percent


Population attributable risk percent (PAR%)
– Definition: the proportion of disease in the study population that is attributable
to the exposure and that, theoretically, would be eliminated if the exposure
were removed.
– PAR% = (PAR / It) x 100
– PAR% is also known as “Attributable Fraction (Population)” – defined as “the proportion
by which the incidence rate of the outcome in the entire population would be reduced if
the exposure were eliminated” [Porta, 2008]



SIDS example
 PAR = 2.4 per 1000
 PAR% = 2.4 / 5.8 x 100 = 41%
– Interpretation: Making all babies sleep on their back would eliminate 41% of
all cases of SIDS in the population.
– Recall that the AR% was 66% (earlier slides)—obviously, the impact on the
exposed group (measured by AR%) is greater than on the whole population
(PAR%). Why?
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Relative risk vs. population attributable risk


Relative risk
– Provides a measure of the strength of an association between an exposure and a disease
– Helps to evaluate the causal relationship between an exposure and a disease
– Magnitude of relative risk does not predict magnitude of attributable risk

–

PAR%
– Provides a measure of the public health impact of an exposure on the entire population
– Assumes the exposure is causal
– A strong RR may not translate to a large PAR% if the exposure is not widely prevalent in
the population
– Conversely, a weak RR may have a big PAR% if the exposure is very common (e.g.
smoking, obesity, air pollution)
– To appreciate this, see the alternative formula for PAR%
PAR%: Pexp (RR–1)
* 100
Pexp (RR–1) + 1
Where Pexp = Prevalence of exposure in the population
So, if Pexp is large, then even if the RR is small, it will still work out to a large PAR%
38

How PAR% is dependent on
prevalence of exposure and RR

39
Szklo & Nieto. Epidemiology: Beyond the basics. 2nd Edition, 2007

How PAR% is dependent on
prevalence of exposure and RR

40

Szklo & Nieto. Epidemiology: Beyond the basics.

2nd

Edition, 2007

How PAR% is dependent on prevalence of
exposure and RR: example from TB

But the PAR% estimates add up to >100%!
How is that possible??
41

Lonnroth et al. Sem Resp Crit Care Med 2008

How to sum up attributable fractions?











This is has been a source of controversy
In the 1970s, scientists from the NIH proposed that 40% of all cancer is
attributable to occupational exposures.
Some argued that this was an over-estimate because of x% of cancer is
due to smoking, y% is due to diet, z% is due to alcohol, and so on, all of
these add up to greater than 100%
Rothman pointed out that this rebuttal is fallacious because it assumes that
a case of disease has only one cause [Rothman KJ, 2002]
The causal pie model shows that each case of cancer could be attributed
repeatedly to many separate component causes
So, the sum of disease attributable to various component causes has no
upper limit (i.e. they can exceed 100%)
42

Sum of attributable fractions: example

This paper,
apparently,
lead to “loss of
faith”
in new CVD risk
factors!
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EHJ 2008
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EHJ 2008

Measures of impact when exposure is
protective (e.g. RCT)


ARR (absolute risk reduction): Io – Ie




Relative risk reduction (RRR): (Io – Ie) / Io




absolute arithmetic difference (reduction) in rates of bad
outcomes between experimental and control participants
in a trial
proportional reduction in rates of bad outcomes between
experimental and control participants in a trial, expressed
as a fraction of the incidence in the control group

NNT = 1 / AR


number of patients who need to be treated over a specific
period of time in order to prevent one additional bad
outcome
46

Example
Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT):
• Effect of intensive diabetes therapy on the development and progression of neuropathy
• neuropathy occurred in 9.6% of patients randomized to usual care and 2.8% of patients
randomized to intensive therapy.

Occurrence of endpoint

ARR

RRR

NNT

Io
(control)

Ie
Io - Ie
(intervention)

(Io – Ie) / Io

1/ARR

9.6%

2.8%

9.6% - 2.8%
9.6%
= 71%

1/6.8% = 15
pts,
(CI: 11 to 23)

9.6% - 2.8% =
6.8%
(CI: 4.3% to
9.3%)
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Which measure to report in a trial?

NNT in trial 1 = 10

NNT in trial 2 = 40
48

Barratt et al. CMAJ 2004

Importance of reporting confidence intervals

Always report confidence
intervals for all measures of
disease frequency, effect and
impact!
General format:
95% CI = ln (RR) + 1.96 SE
SE = standard error
49

CI example: case-control study (SIDS study)
Case

Control Column
total

Prone

27

35

62

Nonprone

20

107

127

Row
total

47

142

189

OR = (27/20) / (35/107) = 4.13 [95% CI 2.07 to
8.22]
ln(OR) = 1.42
SE of ln(OR) = √ (1/a + 1/b + 1/c + 1/d)
= √ (1/27) + (1/35) + (1/20) + (1/107)
= √ 0.037 + 0.028 + 0.05 + 0.009
= √ 0.124 = 0.35
95%CI for ln(OR) = ln(OR) + 1.96SE
1.42 + 1.96 (0.35)
= 1.42 + 0.69
= 0.73 to 2.1
95% CI for OR = e0.73 to e2.1
= 2.07 to 8.2
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Confidence intervals of risk ratio measures:
Null value is 1

51

Bates et al. Arch Intern Med 2007

Confidence intervals of risk difference measures:
Null value is 0

Antipsychotics for OCD

52

Molecular Psychiatry (2006) 11, 622–632

Readings for this week


Rothman text:




Chapter 3: Measuring disease occurrence and
causal effects

Gordis text:



Chapter 11: Estimating risk: is there an
association?
Chapter 12: More on risk: estimating the potential
for prevention
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